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Abstract: Human pose evaluation on multi-person is challenging than human pose evaluation on single-person . Even when 
the human detectors have given their best results, small errors are available in localization part and recognition. These errors in 

detection lead to failures in human pose estimation.  So, we propose an architecture for human pose evaluation although when 
the errors are present in  the human detection. The model consists of two main steps: first step  is to detect the human and next  
step is to evaluate the human pose for the detected human. The components used primarily for human pose estimation is the 
STN(Spatial Transformer Network), SPPE(Single Person Pose Estimator) and Pose-NMS(Non-Maximum Suppression). This 

method is tested on the MPII(multi-person) dataset. 
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1. Introduction  

Human pose evaluation is  more difficult process in the region of image processing. Practically,  to  recognize 

a human in a crowded area is much more difficult when we compare with the detection of  single person. There 

are two ways for human pose evaluation in a crowd, part-based framework and two step framework. In the first 

one we detect the parts of the human, and with that we estimate the pose of the human. In the second we first draw 

bounding boxes around the person and detect the person inside the bounding boxes. In the first approach  if the 

persons are very nearer to each other then  the pose estimation is very difficult. In the second approach the 

accuracy mainly depends on the detected bounding boxes. In both approaches the disadvantages and advantages 

are there. The most occurring issue in the two step framework is that  localization error  and redundant detection. 

Redundant detection is the due to the result of redundant bounding boxes.   

 Incase to solve the above issues, a multi-person pose evaluation  model for the region  is proposed. This 

method reduces errors and increases the performance of human pose estimation algorithms. In above method a 

spatial transformer is used to get the region closer to the human. It is attached before the single person pose 

estimator and it helps in producing high quality output. Along with the localization problem the redundant 

detection also leads to inaccurate human pose estimation. So to reduce the redundant detections a parametric pose 

NMS is introduced. It is attached at the last stage of the process. It uses a distance metric to remove the redundant 

detections. 

This paper introduces something new called pose machines. This pose machine consists of two types of 

modules. The two modules can be image feature processor module and a prediction module. These devices 

architecture is with multiple stages where it can be processed from end to end and these machines can be 

differentiable. To learn rich implicit spatial models a sequential prediction framework is provided. This paper 

shows that long range spatial relationships can be completed by using  huge receptive fields. The receptive fields 

can be increased. CPM is used here. The receptive fields can be increased by increasing the number of stages of 

CPM. Stage 1  does not change  and greater than stage 2 are only same values of stage 2. It introduces novel 

framework for the convolutional pose machine. It also uses supervision in between and coming next stages to 

remove the issue of destroying gradients. 

2. Literature Survey  

Graph structures, the examples can be pictorial structures [5]-[7] and loopy structures [8]-[10], have usually 

used to design of the relationships in the spatial domain among the body parts. These models were developed 

using features such as HOG feature[11], and their efficiency and accuracy is based on the image pyramid. In 

recent trend, deep architecture have achieved highest level of results in human pose estimation[12]-[16]. Deep 

Pose[17] is the human pose estimation method first used technique formed on the deep convolutional neural 

network. It points out all the coordinates of the human, where it is difficult to learn the mapping of image-to-

locations. So that designs after that using fully convolutional neural networks calculated the score maps. The part 

locations are marked as Gaussian peaks in score maps. Higher performance is achieved on image pyramids by 

using multi-scale testing which was frequently used and given the multi-scale representation. A model with strong 
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scale changes can be learned by a network having multiple branches implemented.               

The visual attention model computationally efficiency is more and the efficiency in understanding images is 

also more, since it has given a enormous success in result in different works such as machine translation [19], 

object finding[20], image question answering [21], and human  detection. Already existing approaches adopt 

repetitive neural networks to produce the attention map for an part of image at concurrent  step, and collective data 

taken out  in all steps are processed to produce the end result[22]. 

Valentin Gabeur, Jean-Sébastien Franco, Xavier Martin Cordelia, Schmid Grégory Rogez[1] proposed 

Moulding Humans: Non-parametric 3D Human Shape Estimation from Single Images method in which Large-

scale dataset of textured 3D meshes are used. In this paper it can get output of the detailed areas of the human.  

Nikos Kolotouros, Georgios Pavlakos, Kostas Daniilidis[2] proposed Convolutional Mesh Regression for Single-

Image Human Shape Reconstruction. The datasets used are Human3.6M and UP-3D. This method produces 

output as 3D shape and it returns to the parametric representation of a human. Hüseyin Temiz, Berk Gökberk, Lale 

Akarun[3] proposed Multi-view Reconstruction of 3D Human Pose with Procrustes Analysis. The datasets used 

are CMU Panoptic,  Human3.6M. It proved that by implementing  camera configuration with view from different 

points increases the 3D pose estimation. Kentaro Sakai, Yoshiaki Yasumura[4] proposed Three-dimensional shape 

reconstruction from a single image based on feature learning. The dataset used is One 2-D Image from BJUT-3D 

FaceDatabase. It produces  result in the form of Three dimensional output which is the shape of the Human by  

implementing the Convolutional Neural Network and the MSE has decreased to a less amount when compared to 

half. Hwasup Lim, Ouk Choi[5] proposed CNN-Based Denoising, Completion, and Prediction of Whole-Body 

Human-Depth Images. The dataset used is  synthetic depth image dataset It produces results in both back-view 

depth image and and the depth image of the front side in the human. It also refines the  the depth image of the 

front side in the human. 

Yasin[6] obtained final 3D pose as output. The main highlight is that projection error is minimized when 

compared to other papers. The datasets used are HumanEva-I and Human3.6M Kostrikov[7] predicted the joint 

positions in 3D relative to each other. To predict them, used a method called depth sweep regression forests. This 

method is trained with the help of three groups of features. The datasets used are Human3.6M and HumanEva-I. 

Wang[8] proposed a 3D pose by means of two frameworks. First to detect in 2D a 2D part detector is used then a 

sparse basis representation is used to obtained the output as 3D pose. Zhou[9] proposed Convex formulation in 

3D. This is done by implementing the convex relaxation from the orthogonality constraint. The dataset used is 

CMU MoCap. Radwan[10] employed  a 2D part detector and created multiple views. The two dimensional 

process of part detection is employed with a step which performs the identification of hidden parts. The different 

views are drawn with the help of twin-GPR performed in a stage-wise manner. Simo-Serra[11] proposed the two 

dimensional process of part detection. In addition to the detection of parts,  a stochastic sampling is implemented 

in order to deep dive into each region. A set of hypotheses concentrates on the re-projection and drawbacks with 

the length. 

3. Methodology 

The Human proposals are send to the SSD  detector where it detects the occurence of Human. The human 

proposals are generated by the single shot detector. Then the generated human proposals are given into the Spatial 

Tranformer Network(STN).It extracts the region located in close to the human. Then the result of STN is fed 

through the Single Person Pose Estimator(SPPE) which produces pose estimation of the human present in the 

localized region. The generated pose estimation is well refined by means of Non-Maximum Suppression(NMS) 

step at the final output. The parallel SPPE is used mainly to reduce errors during the training of images and 

regularize the framework. 
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Fig:1 Block Diagram 

Human detector 

The human detector used here is the Single Shot Detector(SSD). SSD produces group of boxes around the 

person and score values for different types of objects or different instances present in these boxes. The final step 

includes Non-Maximum suppression(NMS) step  is implemented mainly to reduce the unnecessary features in the 

image. Additional layers are included at the final layer of the basic structure to produce detections with additional 

features.  The VGG-16 is used as the base network. The input convolutional layer is of  size 224*224. The input  

is given through all the convolutional layers in which the filters were implemented  with a receptive field of size 

3*3. It uses 1*1 convolutional filters in one of the configurations   In addition to the base network some layers are 

added at the ended of the network. These layers are mainly used to detect at different scales. The layers size 

decrease in size with decrease in layer number. The layers are provided with the filters and each layers can 

produce a prediction for each layer. Five extra layers are included at the fianl layer of the base network. In 5 layers 

3 layers make 6 predictions and the other 2 layers make 4 predictions   The default boxes are produced with 

different sizes, height and width. The default boxes are produced for each feature map cell. The total results 

obtained  for a m*n feature map can be (c+4)kmn. Where c is the class scores for k at a given point and 4 offsets 

for each default box. The boundary boxes which are default are same to the anchors, which are implemented in 

Faster R-CNN. The ground truth boundary boxes are separated into different clusters. Then each different cluster 

is denoted by means of a default boundary box. The SSD predicted results can be divided into two types as 

positive matches and negative matches.  

 If the box is found with the IOU(Intersection Of Union)  of greater than 0.5 than it can grouped into positive 

otherwise it will be negative.  Then the human proposals are generated as the output of SSD based on the IOU and 

scores are stored in the local folder 

Spatial Transformer Network(STN) 

Spatial Transformer Network gives the feature map as output. It also takes the input as feature map. The output 

map is obtained as the transformation of the spatial information in the input. If there is multiple channel, and if it 

have the different inputs the same wrapping technique is applied. This mechanism is divided into 3 parts. The 

parts can be as follows 

Localization network 

The input is taken as feature map(U) with  dimensions width(w) and height(h). The input have more number of 

channels c and the output will be given as theta , where θ = floc(U). The θ size depends upon the transformation. 

The localization function(floc) can take any network as input. It can be either any of the neural network. But the 

network needs a  regression layer  at its final to produce the output 

Grid generator 

The warping operation is performed by means of placing the kernel, which is used for sampling at a certain  

position in the input map, where it needs to be the centre of the input feature map. Here a 2D affine transformation 

can be performed to get the required spatial transformation.  The transform allows different operations such as 

cropping, rotation,scaling, translation etc. 

Sampler 

The differential image sampling is performed here since it allows loss gradients to flow back. The spatial 

operation is performed when a sampler takes group of sampling points as input. It takes the points with the input 

feature map(U) and gives output as feature map(V). Any kernel can be used according to the theory. Either the 

integer sampling kernel or bi-linear sampling kernel can be used to give partial derivatives. 

Single Person Pose Estimator(SPPE) 

The pose evaluator for single person used in this flow is the stacked hourglass network. The hourglass network 

is basically a combination of encoder and decoder. The encoding process means to up sample the features and the 

decoding process refers to down sample the features. The hourglass architecture  consists of two main layers .  

The layers can be the convolutional layer and  the max-pooling layer. These layers bring down the image to a low 

resolution. During every step at max pooling the branches present in the network move forward and gives up 

added convolution at the resolution which is used before. Finally, reaching the resolution which is very low, it 

starts with a top-bottom sequence of up sampling and adds up the features of all scales To get the final network 

predictions, two repetitive rounds of convolutions are done, when we reach the output resolution  λ, η  of the 
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network. The highest resolution of hourglass is 64*64 since operating at full input resolution requires high amount 

of memory. The resolution does not change the efficiency of the network to produce joint predictions. 

 For the single person pose evaluator a stack of 8 hourglass network is used with intermediate supervision. A 

single hourglass network mainly consists of residual module, up sampling and the pooling layer. The structure of 

single hourglass network is repeated for other stacks.  The blue block given is the residual block, the green block 

used is the max pooling layer and the red block given is the up sampling layer.  The final results mainly depends 

on the residual layer. The dimension of filter 3*3 is never used. To do so bottle-necking of  the residual layer is 

used to reduce the dimension and complexity. 

In bottleneck architectures 1*1 layer are used to increase and reduce the dimensions and the middle 3*3 layer a 

bottleneck layer between dimensions present in both input and output. When the network reaches the lowest 

resolution, it starts with the process of top to down sequence of up sampling and add all features across all scales. 

To get the information between 2 adjacent resolutions, nearest neighbour up sampling is done with the 

combination of features along the scales.  

The final predictions are obtained by means of two continuous rounds of 1*1 convolutions after reaching the 

required resultant resolution. 

Parallel SPPE 

The parallel SPPE(Single Person Pose Estimation) used mainly to back-propagate errors present at the center 

location. The Spatial Detransformer Network(SDTN) is not connected with the parallel SPPE. While training, the 

layers of this branch are stopped. The resukts obtained from this branch are focused with the labels of ground truth 

poses present at the center. The parallel SPPE used here is the 4 stack hourglass network. Only 4 stacks are used 

considering the memory location. 

Spatial Detransformer Network (SDTN) 

This network is the reverse process of spatial transformer network. This network computes the gamma to 

obtain the de-transformation of the network. The grids are formed based on the gamma factor. 

[γ1,γ2]= (θ1,θ2)− 1  (1) 

γ3=− 1∗ [γ1γ2]θ3    (2) 

The  theta parameters are generated by the localization network in the Spatial Transformer Network(STN)  

based on the dimension. Here a three dimensional transformation to get the θ1 ,  θ2 , θ3   parameters. 

Pose NMS 

Pose NMS is mainly needed by the network to remove the redundancies. The reference is selected as the most 

confidence pose. The poses which are similar to the confidence 

pose are the one  which needs to be removed. The repetitive process 

of NMS is done until the redundancies are removed.    

 (3) 

The elimination criterion is set with the help of threshold λ ,η is the parameter set of the function d(.). The 

distance function is used to calculate the pose distance. By using the pose NMS only unique poses are reported. 

To remove the low confidence poses tanh operation is used.  

4. Results  

This network increases the accuracy of the human pose evaluation by implementing the spatial transformer 

network. Even though there is error in person detection the pose estimation is accurate by means of this network. 

Parallel SPPE is included mainly to back-propagate the errors present within the network. Pose NMS is included 

in the network to remove the redundancies. 

[f (P i ,Pj )|λ, η) = 1[d(P i, P j |λ, ∧) ≤ η]  
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Fig: 1 Input Image 

 

Fig:2 Human Detection 

 

Fig: 3 Zoomed output of pose estimation of human 

5. Conclusion 

The pose estimation with multiple person is done here by using the Single person pose estimator. This network 

increases the accuracy of the pose estimator with the help of STN , which makes the network get focused in the 

localized region . It increases the performance in the two step framework and reduces the error occurred by the 

human detection network. The redundancies also reduced at the final stage of the network by means of using the 

Pose-NMS . The future work is to evalute the pose of the person in a video or in a image format where the  human 

is  moving  or not in a stationary place.  
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